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Abstract. One of the alternative solutions to reduce the impact of electricity crisis in Aceh and
other isolated areas in Indonesia is by the construction of small-scale hydro power plants that can
work efficiently on the heads lower than 10 meters. One suitable type of turbine applied to the
head below 10 meters is the Archimedes screw turbine. Due to the lack of information about the
application of low head power plants, resulting in applications of this type of turbine is still less in
Indonesia. This paper examined the appropriate turbine model. Before experimental turbine
testing, turbines were designed theoretically first and then analyzed numerically. The flow velocity
and pressure patterns within the turbine were analyzed using ANSYS CFD (Computational Fluid
Dynamic) software under design conditions for 7, 9 and 11 screw numbers for single blade
turbine. Based on the results of pressure analysis, speed and turbulent kinetic energy, it found
that turbine performance using 11 blades is better among the three turbines. However, the highest
average speed was obtained on the turbine using 7 screws, which maximum pressure obtained
on a turbine 7 screws of 1406 Pa, on 9 screws on plane 1301 Pa and at 11 screws of 1175 Pa.
Based on the results of the analysis, it showed that the smaller the distance between the channel
and turbine blades, the results were more efficient due to the absence of wasted streams.
Therefore, the flow pressure in the inlet position all directly leaded to the tip off the blade to
produce a momentum.

1 Introduction
Pico hydro scale power plant with a power of 5 kW-100
kW is one of solving problems and is expected to
provide a solution of the electrical energy crisis in
remote areas that have not been powered by electricity.
Its development typically utilizes the flow of water with
a low head and a certain flow rate that is converted
through the turbines rotate to the generator so that it
becomes electrical energy. In Aceh region, there are
many resources of water energy in the form of river
currents, with an average height of falling water below
10 meters with a moderate current that can be utilized as
energy generation. To utilize this energy, the suitable
type of turbine used can work at a height of <10 meters
i.e. Archimedes screw turbine [1].
Recent years there has seen several attempts to model
various aspects of operation to obtain the specifications
and dimensions of Archimedes screw turbines that are
able to work optimally. Rorres (2000) lays out an
analytical method to optimize design an Archimedes
screw geometry for pumping applications and states that
the optimum pitch ratio depends on the amount blade
and radius ratio (R1 / R0) equal to 0.54 [2]. Based on the
study conducted by Rorres, Muller created a simplified
*

model for Archimedes screw turbine that idealizes the
turbine’s blades as moving weirs. He identified that the
efficiency of Archimedean screws is a function of
geometry and losses. He also showed that efficiency
dependable with number of turns [3]. Guilhem Delinger
et al (2016) also did experimental research of
Archimedes screw turbine. They derived some formulas
based on Rorres result. Their research shows both
theoretical and experimental values of efficiency
decrease when screw inclination increases [4]. Then,
Lubitz proves that leakage and slope decrease will cause
head differences between bucket declines as the amount
of leak flow rate reduction is driven by pressure
differentials. Thus, Archimedes screw efficiency will
increase when the slope is set low (decrease) [5].
Some other studies have been done numerically to
obtain an overview of the flow conditions of various
turbine dimensions [6-8]. Stergiopoulou et al (2013)
examines the hydrodynamic behavior of the Archimedes
turbine, which aims to harness the hydraulic and
technical potential of river currents and tidal currents [6].
Mutasim (2014) proves that flow pattern calculation
results indicate the highest streamline velocity at the
helical blade suction surface compared with the
discharged surface. His study shows that the prediction
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The most important thing to be done in the computing
process is the modeling of turbulent structures in the
flow field. This turbulent structure occurs at various
timescales and lengths, creating a model that can analyze
all these possibilities is not easily practicable. There are
several different turbulence models available for
turbulent flow simulation. The model used in this study
is a variant on the standard k-epsilon. The k-epsilon
turbulence model uses turbulent flow analysis
characterized by the field of fluctuation velocity. This
turbulent flow occurs due to high velocity flow and
irregular movement of fluid particles, thus causing
turbulence or unregulated effects. Many mixed
fluctuations on the move such as momentum, energy,
and concentration species have caused moving speed
also to fluctuate. The K-Epsilon model adds two
transport equations, which are based on k and ε variables
[9].
Equations with variable k ie,

of particle impact occurs mostly on the entering surface
blade and along the leading edge of the screw runner [7].
Recently there have been studied on the effect of
blade numbers on pressure behavior in the turbine using
the standard model of k-epsilon turbulence. It states that
turbines with different number of blades have obvious
pressure drop at a quarter-length distance from the
suction side of the blade inlet and single-blade turbine
shows a more uniform distribution of pressure drop
across all parts of the blade [8].
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to obtain the
optimal design of an Archimedes screw turbine through
studied the effect of screw number on a single blade
Archimedes turbine to pressure and turbine of kinetic
energy using CFD. This optimization will be performed
under the assumption that the length and the radius of the
screw is specified, for clearly the effect of screw number
to water lifted in each revolution. This research is mainly
on the design, simulation, and flow characterization
occurring within the Archimedes screw.

(3)

2 Numerical Models

And the equation with the variable ε:

The most important thing to be done in the computing
process is the modeling of turbulent structures in the
flow field. This turbulent structure occurs at various
timescales and lengths, creating a model that can analyze
all these possibilities is not easily practicable. There are
different turbulence models available for turbulent flow
simulation. The model used in this study is a variant on
the standard k-epsilon model called the renormalized
group k-epsilon model.

(4)

3. Methodology
3.1. Turbine Archimedes Geometry
The turbine geometry in the modeling was designed
using SolidWorks software with the following
dimensions (refer to reference [5]) shown in Figure 1.
After creating the geometry on Solid works, meshing
process was done that divided the volume of objects into
small parts by using Ansys software before the
simulation held. The accuracy of the results generated
through CFD calculations depends greatly on the
precision of the mesh used in analyzing the flow [10].
There were a few basic meshing techniques such as a
structured or unstructured mesh and the mesh can be
comprised of different element types. The most common
element types are hexahedra, tetrahedral, square pyramids and
extruded triangles. Unstructured 3D grids tend to use
hexahedral and tetrahedral elements, while structured
grids rely more heavily on the rectangular and
hexahedral elements in the simulation [11].
The process of making mesh for the test object in this
research used mesh type hybrid for the volume area of
the object due to the three-dimensional shape as shown
in Figure 2. When using a mesh of volume with this
type, the mesh formed consists mainly of tetrahedral
elements, but there are also hexahedral, pyramidal, and
wedge elements when we needed them. Most of the
volume of objects can be directly meshed with
tetrahedral / hybrid type - TGRID without having to be
separated into certain volumes (it will make the number
of elements more and more).

2.1. Navier-Stokes Equation
This equation can be used for weather modeling, ocean
currents, water flow in pipes and airflow around the
aircraft wing. The Navier-Stokes equation in complex
and simplified form can help in the design of power
plants, turbines and many other things.
In terms of the inertial reference, the general form of
the fluid motility equation is [9]:
(1)
T is a symmetrical tensor except when the fluid is
composed of degrees of freedom that rotate like a vortex.
In general, (in three dimensions) T has the form of the
equation:

(2)
Where σ: normal stress and τ: tangential stress
(shear stress)
2.2. k- (k-epsilon) Turbulent Model
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In the use of this type the volume of objects adjacent
to the volume of other objects that have been in meshshaped hex elements will result in a transition layer
composed of pyramid elements. The smaller the mesh

size of course results are the much better calculated. The
mesh used for this study was hex dominant, with Min
Size 1e-004 m, Max Face Size 1e-002, and Max Size 2e002 as shown in Figure 2.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Turbine diameter
The outer diameter
Pitch distance
Turbine length

= 83.96 mm
= 129.84 mm
= 132 mm
= 1230 mm

(a)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Turbine diameter
The outer diameter
Pitch distance
Turbine length

= 83.96 mm
= 129.84 mm
= 102 mm
= 1230 mm

(b)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Turbine diameter
The outer diameter
Pitch distance
Turbine length

(c)

Fig. 1. Dimensions of Archimedes Screw Turbine design
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= 83.96 mm
= 129.84 mm
= 82 mm
= 1230 mm
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4.1 Input Data Parameters
To analyze numerical results, this paper presents
simulation results in the form of pressure, velocity and
turbulent contour kinetic energy that occurs in
Archimedes screw turbines with screw number of 7, 9,
and 11. By observing the difference in pressure that
occurs then it can be seen the momentum changes that
occur in each model of the turbine. The fluid flow
velocity inside the turbine will be inversely proportional
to the pressure, which then changes into the momentum
that will drive the turbine.
Understand the pressure patterns that occur in the
turbine blades, it can be seen the difference in
performance on each turbine that is suitable for use. The
greater the pressure is the greater result in shaft rotation.
However, keeping in mind that the pressure will
decrease as it changes into the momentum that produces
a spin on the turbine shaft. In single blade turbine the
pressure is still high enough at the end of the turbine
output, especially when the pitch distance is small [8].
However, how optimum pitch distance may be made is
examined in this study.

Fig. 2. Computational grid on turbine

3.2. Input Data Parameters
The input data used was taken based on design while
the fluid physical data follows the fluid properties in the
existing literature. The data are presented as shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. Input data parameters
Properties
Fluid Viscosity, �
Fluid Density, ρ
Solid (copper) Density, ρ
Inlet velocity, Vin
Initial Gauge Pressure, Pin

Value
0.001003 kg/m.s
998.2 kg/m3
8030 kg/m3
0.01579 m/s
9810 Pa

4.1 Contours of velocity, pressure and turbulent
kinetic energy in Archimedes screw turbines
The Contour Pressure from the simulation results, as a
function of time, can be seen in Figure 3. The
corresponding velocity and turbulent kinetic energy
contours generated from the interplay between turbine
flow and blades are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

4 Results and Discussion

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Fig. 3. Pressure Contour on, (a). 7 Screws, (b). 9 Screw, and (c). 11 Screws

Figure 3 above shows the pressure profiles that occur
in turbines with an amount of 7, 9, and 11 screws. The
color gradation differences that occur on the inlet and the
outside of the turbine show a large pressure difference
between the inlet and outlet. This condition corresponds
to the basic theory of turbines, where the pressure inside
the turbine changes into momentum.
A large pressure difference occurs in turbines with 7
screws, compared with 9 and 11 screw turbines.
Turbines with 11 screw numbers have the lowest

pressure drop. Similarly, on the inlet side of the turbine,
the highest pressure occurs on a single blade turbine
which has 7 screws, followed by a turbine with 9 screws
and the last turbine with 11 screws. The narrow screw
distance causes the speed of the passage to be high so
that the amount of fluid that hit the blade wall becomes
small. However, with greater pitch distance, the pressure
energy on the blade will be reduced on the turbine outlet
followed by an increase in flow velocity.

5
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4. Velocity Contour on (a). 7 Screws, (b). 9 Screws,
*

(c). 11 Screws
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. Contour Turbulent Kinetic Energy on (a). 7 screw, (b). 9 screw, and (c). 11 screw numbers
*
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The real pressure values that occur in each plane is
shown in Table 1. Therefore, the lowest pressure occurs
on turbines that have 7 screws. This turbine has a greater
flow acceleration compared to the other two types of
screws number. This shows a considerable drop of
pressure occurring on the turbine outlet side compared to
the other two types. This phenomenon is worthy of
scrutiny and further studies are needed to avoid a
significant drop in pressure near the outlet of the turbine
with screws of 7 pieces.

This correlation is evidenced by the flow velocity
phenomenon shown in Fig. 4. (a) (b) and (c). The light
blue color on the inside and the orange on the turbine
outside is a sign that the speed has changed based on
previous discussions where pressure occurs on the
incoming side going down with increasing flow velocity.
The color gradations from the turbine inlet side to the
outputs at the ends of the turbines in figures 4 (a), (b)
and (c) represented by orange color, indicate an increase
in velocity on the outlet side of the turbine.
The phenomenon of the kinetic turbulent energy
changes occurring in the turbine is shown in Fig. 5 (a)
(b), and (c). This image shows the color gradation from
light to the dark as a representation of the turbulent
kinetic energy that occurs. At the turbine input side, the
kinetic energy is higher due to the high pressure of the
impact and greatly affect the momentum resulting from
the pressure on turbulent kinetic energy occurring of the
screw turbine Archimedes. The bright color at the top of
the blade in each of the Archimedes turbines signifies a
uniformly distributed kinetic energy turbulent resulting
in an energy derived from the pressure of the fluid flow
leading to the turbine blade.
4.2

Table 1. Average Pressure Value on Archimedes Screw
Turbine
Pressure (Pa)
Plane

Distance (m)
7 Screws 9 Screws 11 Screws

7 Screws 9 Screws 11 Screws

1

0.8132

0.8458

0.8458

1406

1301

1175

2

0.6826

0.7478

0.6173

1185

1114

919

3

0.5520

0.5357

0.4492

1088

906

781

4

0.2811

0.3301

0.1995

878

813

650

5

0.0135

0.0298

0.0298

143

335

241

A similar trend is shown in turbines that have of 9
and 11 screws number. Therefore, in general, the
pressure that occurs on the turbine has 9 units of screws
higher than the turbine with 11 screws. This indicates
that a small pitch distance reduces the pressure that
occurs on the turbine caused by high flow velocities
inside the screw.

Characteristic
Mapping
of
Turbine
performance with different screw number

Differences in the number of screws greatly affect the
flow rate that occurs in the turbine. So, the value of
pressure velocity and turbulent kinetic energy generated
will also be different. This can be seen in graphs and
tables as follows.

Fig. 7. Velocity Distribution Chart
Fig 6. Pressure Distribution Chart

The average velocity graphs in Figure 7 above shows
an increase in velocity due to pressure drops on all three
types of turbines. The speed increase is due to the value
of pressure distributed on the turbine blade, so the
pressure on the blade will decrease and change to speed.
The highest speed increase occurred on plane 5, i.e. at 7
screws of 1.661 m / s, on 9 screws of 1,590 m / s, and on
11 screws of 1,586 m / s as shown in Table 2.
As with the phenomenon that occurs at the pressure
inside the turbine, the speed increases more sharply on
the turbine with 7 screws. While the other two types
show a similar trend, the flow rate of turbines with 11
screws is higher than the other two types of turbine.

Figure 6 shows the graph of the mean pressure values
that occur on each plane in the Archimedes screw
turbine. In turbines with a total of 7, 9 and 11 screws, the
graph shows a decrease in pressure on the plane 5 with
values on 7 screws of 142.9 Pascal, 9 screws of 335.1
Pascal and on 11 screws 240.8 Pascal. This phenomenon
corresponds to Bernoulli's law on the flow. This is due to
the absence of pressure on the turbine output, because
the outside pressure is the atmospheric pressure. The
longer distances between the blades, resulting in the
effect of free falling fluid mass more influential on the
turbine with the number of 7 blades.
*
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Table 2. Average Velocity Values inside Archimedes Screw
Turbines

Based on the three flow phenomena above, the
Archimedes turbine with 7 pieces of screws has the best
performance among the three turbine types as it has the
highest-pressure pattern and high turbulent kinetic
energy value. Archimedes turbine with 9 pieces of
screws has slightly lowered performance while a turbine
with 11 pieces of screws has the lowest performance
among the three turbine types. This suggests that proper
selection of pitch distances is critical in designing an
Archimedes screw turbine as described under flow
conditions that occur within the turbines.

Velocity (m/s)
Plane

Distance (m)
7 Screws 9 Screws 11 Screws

7 Screws 9 Screws 11 Screws

1

0.81313 0.845768 0.845768

1.236

1.255

1.309

2

0.68257 0.747848 0.617288

1.272

1.292

1.414

3

0.55201 0.535688 0.449192

1.282

1.301

1.417

4

0.28110 0.330056 0.199496

1.301

1.330

1.418

5

0.01345 0.029768 0.029768

1.661

1.590

1.586

Figure 8 shows a graph of turbulent kinetic energy
occurring inside a turbine blade. The graph shows that
the turbulence that occurs in every field of blade,
affecting the pressure that occurs on the wall of the
turbine blade. The graph also shows turbines having 7, 9,
and 11 screw units, the largest average kinetic energy
turbulence value occurs on plane 2, i.e. on 7 screws of
0.1196 J / kg, on 9 screws is 12, 31 J / kg and on 11
screws that is equal to 19.03 J / kg. The actual kinetic
energy turbulent values for each type on the whole plane
are shown in Table 3 below.

5. Conclusion
Based on the simulation results using CFDs against flow
patterns in the single blade Archimedes screw turbine, it
can be concluded:
1. The results of CFD analysis in the form of
turbulent kinetic pressure, velocity and energy,
they show that turbine performance using 7
screws is better than other types, followed by
turbines with 9 screws and 11 screws.
2. The pressure is inversely proportional to the flow
velocity inside the blade. With maximum value
near the inlet side for a turbine with 7 screws is
1301 Pa and outlet turbine is 142,9 Pa. The
maximum value on the inlet side for turbine with
9 screws is 1406 Pa and at the outlet is 335.1 Pa.
And the maximum value on the inlet side for the
turbine with 11 screws is 1175 Pa and the outlet
side is 240.8 Pa.
3. Based on the analysis, if the distance between the
turbine blade is smaller, the flow velocity will
increase, so that the pressure in the inlet position
all directly leads to the tip of the blade and
produces a low momentum.
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Fig. 8. Turbulent Kinetic Energy Chart
Table 3. Value of Average Turbulent Kinetic Energy in
Archimedes Screw Turbine

Kinetic Energy Turbulent (J/kg)
Plane

Jarak (m)
7 Screws 9 Screws 11 Screws

References

7 Screws 9 Screws 11 Screws

1

0.813128 0.845768 0.845768

0.1065

0.1085

2

0.682568 0.747848 0.617288

0.1196

0.1093

0.1107

3

0.552008 0.535688 0.449192 0.08873

0.09736

0.08802

4

0.281096 0.330056 0.199496 0.08107

0.09178

0.08119

5

0.013448 0.029768 0.029768 0.07365

0.09105

0.05283

1.

0.1076

2.

But on the next plane turbulent kinetic energy
decreased the value that is not too large on the turbine
with the number of screws 9 pieces. This condition
indicates that no significant changes in turbulence flow
in this turbine. Turbines with 7 pieces of screws have the
highest mean value of turbulent kinetic energy, while
turbines with 11 screws have the lowest average value of
turbulent kinetic energy.
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